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APPMCATION Of" CONFOR]_IAL I_L%PPING TO DIFFfb\CTION

AND SCATTERING PROBLEMS +

Soonsung Hong _-+ and It. F. Goodrich -_+

_This lmper describes an integral equation method, based on conformal mapping,

which can be applied to scattering and diffraction problems of plane \x-ayes by an infinite

cylinder with arbitrary cross section. This method proves to be lmrtieularly effective

in dealing with Iields diftracted by discontinuities b:)tk in cutwatare and in derivatives

of curvature, and in showing the effects of smooth shallow corrugations of the boundary.

This meth_d was first proposed by Garabedian (1955). Unlike that of Jones (1963),

this method does not require analyticity of the mapping function on the boundary. Further-

more, the degree of singularity of the mapping function on the bomlc'lary is determined by

the local behavior of geometry :)[ the boundars' (., _|rs_mwski, 1!135). This property enables

us to study the effect of a discontinuity in curwtturt, or in derivatives of curvature on diffracted
fiulds.

Consider a l)hme waw' incident on a boundary on which the total field vanishes.

Let U(P) be the scattered field.

t:irst the (h)main external to the given boundary is mapped into another domain

ex-ternal to a geometrically sin,.pier boundary, wi:ere the Green's function satisfying

the Oiriehlet botm_'tary conditioa is k,_o',:'n.

For a closed boundary the mapping function is given as

F( z) =z4- f( z) and f(z)-_O(1) as z-+re. (l)
z

The new function U(z) = _ {_,'(z)} satisfies ti:e transformed boundary value

t)roblem. Tlu'ougil al)plication of Green's theorem U e-:n St, reduced to the solution

of the following Frt,dholm integral equation.

om:cktr3 On exterior[/ dz I GU k2dxdy
(2)
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The solution of (2) can be obtained by the methoqt of successive approximations,

provided tlmt both original and transformed boLmdary have continuous tangent and the

distance between two curves is sufficiently smM1 compared to the x_veleng_h. Under
these c(mditions the normal of the kennel of (2) is small compared to tmity.

Once U(z) is kno_-a, the far scattered fieht _(_) is easily obtainable since the

mapping ftmction becomes an identity as Izl-*oo (bee ::q. (1)).

As a first example, let us consider the scattering body with periodic corrugation.

such ttmt the bouncktry is given by the polar eqtmtion

p:=_+acosnq3 _ bsinm_b. (:3)

If k_a 2 _ 1)2 _.< 1, then by mapping the given boundary into a circular one Mth the radius

!{ ti_e thr scattered field is obt;dned.

where

I:(-_) -- )

"_o(-_) is the field scattered 1)3' the circular cylinder ',dth the radius It and

,,, _ ilq0-i.,7./4 fi in_ { {nl)m(k'?)_

I ,, m .÷ i,, -m 5-i--u 1
n=-0u iI(1)(kU,) !_i_(1) (kI:) iUi

|l+ Ill

is the l_rturbed field clue to the eorrug-ttions.

(t)

(5)

The same result is obtained vdth different methods by Clemmow and \Veston (t'_;1)

and by Mitzner (1')64). In their papers the limit of the validity of the solution xras con-

jecmred, tlowever, from the study of the eguation (2), the conditions for validity of the
2 2solution are troy,, clear that not only 1,:_) but also the norm of the kernel of (2)

should be much less than unity.

The second example deals Mth the effect of the discontinuity in curvature in high

freqaeney scattering. A seatterinig body with two discontinuities in curvature is obtained

by smootifly joining together a semi-circle of radius a and a semi-eilipse of the eccen-

tricity e and the minor axis 2a. At the two junction points, curvatures of the eirele and

the ellipse are t/a and l-ca/a respectively.

Transftnm_ing this bomldary into a circular one and substituting the as_qnptotic

form of the Green's fmmtion for high frequency in (2), it is [omld tlmt the integTand of the

first term of (2) has saddle points and branch points. These branch points are due to the

sinK_darity of the mat)ping function on lhe boundary, which is in turn due to the geometrical

singnalarity of the boundary.

V,c can obtain the field diffracted by tile point of discontinuity in curvature by

prol_;rly defot'ming the contour of integration and evaluating the l)Fanch cut integrals cor-

resl_ondin_ tt_ the branch l)oint_ of the real)ping flmetion.

Various forms of the diffracted field are obtainable by changing both the observation

point and the position of the discontinuity in curvatareo \\hen the point of tlle discontinuity

lies in the illmninak.d region or neat" the shadow botm(uiry and if this point can be directly

seen from the observation point, the fiehl diffracted I), the discontinuity in c_trvature i_,

,)



(i I-¢2 )(c°s_d-2isin_ d) " c°s(_-_d) _ ikp-i 7r/4

" e
k2_in(_-_c i)l-sin_d_ 3

(6)

Itere _ ,-42 is the angle between the direction of incident field and the tangent line to the

bounda_; at the discontinuiW. Fquation (6) represents a direct ray from the discontinuity.

Wl_en the observation point moves across the tangential line to the boundary at the

discontinuit}; then the diffracted field becomes

u/ 2kC _sin d} 6 ff'

(7}

who re T is the ustml Fock fm_ction and is defined by

_:I_" i_t
_, i e ,t)dt
f({) = wl ( r "

(8)

Equation (6) represents the contribution of tile creeping waves launched b,\ .r the point of

discontinuity in eurwtture.

\Vhen tiletwo discontinuities in curvature lie at the shadow boundary, the effect

of discontiauitic's in back scattering direction becomes

,, _ I/3 } ikH(_'- _)+," { "_ " )}-,, a L'2

U{t_ L _6 k " {T)l_o,kR "'

eildU _ - 7,)

_ 2 ikp-i _,/4
())

Generally x_hcn tt_e bouudary has a discontinu;ty in the (n-1)'th derivatiw' of curvature,

the effect t)f this discontinuity is ol the order of k -u. (kP) -1/2 . Kx_tcnsion to tac case

of Neumann boundary condition is I)ossible. It is still an open question how to apply

Eq. (2) in the case of dii'fraction b 5' the wedge ev{_n thot_h the formulation of (2) does

not require the boundary to trove continuous tangents.
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